
K.G. SUBRAMANYAN:"THIS SHOW WILL BE AN EYE OPENER TO MANY"

Baroda-based art historian Jayaram Poduval in conversation with K .G . Subramanyan about 
the Benodebehari -  the artist and his centenary show

Jayaram Poduval: Manida, what is your reaction on the Benodebehari show?

K.G. Subramanyan: It was a long awaited show. The 
gravity and sensitivity of Benodebehari’s work, is not 
fully known to the art viewing public of India or of 
Bengal. They know him little because of his murals 
were talked about by various people and they 
probably have seen Satyajit Ray’ Inner Eye. So they 
have some kind of an idea. But that idea does not 
cover all the facets of his work. The contribution this 
show is going to be massive because it has been very 
well curated, very well put together and shows almost 
every little facets of Benodebehari’s work, to the 
extend it is possible. That way I am extremely happy 
about the show. In fact, when I was getting involved 
with opening ceremony I had mentioned it. The kind 
of work that has gone into the putting up of the show 

can be exemplary to every other person who curates an exhibition of this kind. As 
Benodebehari had somewhere said ul am really concerned about the real essentials of art” (of 
course people may differ about the real essentials, from their own point of view). What he 
thought essential is where an artwork derives the visual sustenance from the things around it? 
How does it pay back? What extend it grows around what it sees and then making a living 
contribution and that way making the viewer sees what they normally would not see. 
Benodebehari’s work has a marginal value, which gives the works a quality, which is similar to 
a well-constructed music. You can find other works that has drama in it, but you cannot find 
many works that has music in it. That way I think, this show will be an eye opener to many.

The other aspect of Benodebehari, which this show would make clear, that people place 
Benodebehari, Ramkinker and Nandalal Bose, all part of the Neo-Bengal movement. It is an 
unfortunate think to do because these artists are the one who grew out of Neo-Bengal school 
atmosphere but did not very much adhere to it. On the other hand they were trendsetters of the 
modem movement in Indian art, without claiming anything or without writing a manifesto or 
publicizing their views. In that sense also this Centenary show will be an eye opener.

JP : You think these three has given a new boost to m odem  Indian art?

K G S : In fact, it starts with Nandalal because it was him, the first to use a global perspective to 
Indian art activity. Nandalal tries to explain to himself the way art is practiced elsewhere in the 
world and tries to discuss how they become to be. May be he did not make use of the material 
which is part of this research into his work but he made a start. When you come to 
Benodebehari you will confront an artist who is highly informed and sensitive, very much aware 
of what happened and what is happening in the field of art. He recreates them from the milieu 
he is working from and in the process making a language of his own. Ramkinker also did the 
same. They were not thinking about the manners, which the artwork is produced, but on how 
certain language would transform the vision around you.

JP : The Centenary show has recreated the Hindi Bhavan Mural, “the Medieval Saints” 
and in the write up on Benodebehari you have used the metaphor of a pageant and of a 
river. I like to know you reactions on the original mural and its recreation at NGMA.

KG S : Whenever you are trying to show a blow up of a mural in an exhibition, it would not be 
same as seeing the original mural. That difference will always be there. If you are thinking of a 
mural artist of that time and thinking terms of a developed visual concept, of how tradition 
moves, then I think Benodebehari had it in him. He had put all these together. The Medieval 
Saints is historical in vision but not necessarily historic in detail. He was trying to do almost 
what a theatre man would recreate history though his acting. He had certain characters, which 
he probably has noticed in the various religious pageants around Santiniketan or in Benares.
He reads through them, on what might have happened in history. What kind of thoughts should 
have gone through the various levels of people when they are asking themselves the 
fundamental questions; who are we? Where we come from? What relation is there between the 
universe and us? Benodebehari tries to pin point those very questions, in places, putting 
certain people there, I mean, which may not have been historically there. In fact, where he is



showing the early thought taking shape in the hill landscape, there is a sort of fattish figure 
sitting. That figure was probably modeled after a 19th century holy man who was quite famous 
in Benares called the Tailanga Swamy. This directly do not have any relation to the theme 
historically but Benodebehari thought that Tailanga Swamy was that kind of holy man who was 
trying to live like an avadhoot and asking the question similar to the saints. When you are 
thinking about the question of man’s relation to god and various worshiping systems, 
Benodebehari groups together the saints like Ramanuja and Ramananda. Except for 
Ramanuja where Benodebehari derives facial type from a bronze sculpture, tie draws other 
face types based on the certain types he is familiar with, like Ramakrishna Paramhansa for 
instance. Whether he labeled them as Ramananda or anything else is not an issue. He thinks 
there are certain types you see who are the people concerned with the philosophical quest, but 
may look fairly ordinary. If you pass them on the street you would not realize whether they are 
holy men or ordinary men.

JP : Like Kabir can be seen as a weaver not as holy man.

K G S : That is right.

JP : Did you work with him on this mural?

K G S : Yes, I did work with him on the one third of the mural.

JP : And as a teacher did he instruct you the way you should involve with the mural?

Really speaking, I was doing what an apprentice will do like laying the grounds for him and 
watch him working on the mural. Then if he wanted something to be done, well, do that. But in 
fact he did most of the things only. There were certain places he thought I could help him like 
one or two figures he left for me to paint. There were certain details of the tree and all, which 
left it to do at the end. I still remember that he asked me to do two horsemen below Guru 
Gobind Singh. I did those figures well aware that those figures should go along with the other 
figures. When I finished the figures Benod Da said, “Oh you have done great job, but the 
figures have too much meat in them”. That was his way of expression but I realized that it was 
true. His linear way of representing was not meaty. If you compare the Han drawing of a horse 
to that of Stubbs you see the difference. Then I scrapped my figures and re-did that.

JP : S o  he did not ask you to make a preparatory sketch or something like that?

K G S : No, no...not at all. I worked directly on the wall. He had that confidence in me but he did 
not allow anybody else do that way.

JP : Even Benodebehari himself never did any preparatory drawings? That is what I read 
somewhere.

K G S : He too never traced a drawing on to the wall. He drew certain things on cards, etc. That 
was in his mind and he directly painted them on the wall.

JP : About the reproduction of the mural in the centenary show...

K G S : If it is properly read, it should bring before the public various facts about art practice and 
various facts about an artist like Benodebehari who even with, what is called an impaired eye 
site, could do such an enormously successful work.

JP : What struck me most or compelled me to look at were the paper cuts...

K G S : The paper-cuts were all done in the first two years of his blindness. There is a certain 
amount of continuity of his visualization there. In fact even when he had normal vision he could 
not see the whole surface from a distance. But he saw all details from near so he had a spatial 
visualization and putting them together. In the paper cuts too that is what he did. He did not 
know what colors are there but he asked people to bring those colors he remembered, marble 
papers; blue, yellow and so on. Then he drew on them and put them together in a space or grid 
which he had drawn and asked his helpers to paste it. He was trying to use others vision as an 
instrument, in a certain way, but it was possible because of his continuing visual memory. But 
when it slowly waned and he never did the colored works again. Probably he did not want to do



those marble paper cuts any more, though they were exceptional. Then he used to do those 
drawings and those too till around 10 to 12 years after his total blindness. When I went for a 
Graphics camp in Santiniketan, I remember, he could draw fairly well. And some of those 
drawings are displayed in the Centenary Show. After that, he was not so sure and he gave up 
drawing and devoted his time on writing.

JP : What is your reaction on the Centenary Show  catalogue?

KG S: The catalogue is done excellently. Of course one can always find some fault or the other, 
but considering the standard of printing of today, they have done an excellent job.

JP : I should say that printing of this catalogue is m uch better than your retrospective 
catalogue.

K G S : 1 know.

JP : Com ing back to the question of the late arrival of the centenary show [It happened 
two years later], do you think the intervention of the government is the reason for it?

K G S : Frankly speaking, which government does really know various culture workers of a time? 
They directly do not know, unless there is a person in the government who is a culture worker 
or somebody who knew the history of these things. W e have not had a person like that ever. 
The French government had Andre Marlow at one time but in India we never had that fortune. 
There were people cultured enough like Pandit Nehru who thought that showing some interest 
in art or giving some attention to it, should boost his own personality. So whenever he 
promised to open an exhibition he came and opened it and made it point to see the exhibition. I 
remember taking him to an exhibition when he had visited Baroda and he walked from one 
work to another and saw them very carefully. But now there is cultural minister who agrees to 
come and open the exhibition and she never turn up.

JP : She didn’t?

K G S : No.

JP : Oh... I thought the inauguration was shifted to late January for her convenience.

K G S : Yes. But they do not feel ashamed of it. They do not feel ashamed that they are 
disregarding their duty. This is possible. I have heard from Kaushik [Prof.Dinkar Kaushik] that 
when Benodebehari was given Padma Vibhushan honor, there was nothing appearing in the 
Kolkata news papers. Kaushik had apparently written a letter to Statesman. Then as Kushik 
says he got a letter, from the man who was supposed to write, asking “who is Binod B”. They 
write obituaries and various features on famous personalities and they should be having a 
roster of information. But they did not know who Benodebehari was. So even the press in 
Calcutta did not know Benodebehari, when he was already a famous man, how do you expect 
the present government to know him? The people in the government hardly give importance to 
such matters and would give excuses like we do not have money etc. Even for the 
Benodebehari show they did not have enough money and government also thought that the 
money asked for was very high. So it went on delaying. Any way we should be happy that it 
took place, even after three years.

JP : And the Ramkinker centenary celebration is also going to take place....

KG S : Ramkinker centenary is being celebrated in various ways. It is being celebrated in 
Santiniketan out of the funds they generated themselves, not given by U G C  or University. The 
major part of Ramkinkers works is with NGMA, there are certain works in the private collection 
and some in situ, quite big works. If all those works are brought together along with 
photographs it should make fairly good exhibition. And one of persons who can be trusted to 
oversee the work is someone who is a Ramkinker enthusiast like Ramachandran (A. 
Ramachandran). Only Ramachandran’s health does not permit him to run around but he has 
agreed to help Radhakrishnan (K.S. Radhakrishnan) in curating the show. I suppose it will take 
place in a year or two.


